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This study examines a number of aspects of language use in Negara 
Brunei Darussalam. Its main emphasis is on the use of Malay in intergroup 
and intragroup communication and on which particular varieties of the 
language are selected for various purposes. It is also concerned with the 
function of the minority languages in the country A number of factors 
affecting code selection are considered. As little has been reported in the 
literature on the linguistic situation in Brunei Darussalam, the first section 
of the study provides an introduction outlining the linguistic background 
of the country 

Negara Brunei Darussalam (henceforth Brunei) was, historically, the 
centre of a maritime empire which, in the early part of the last century, 
included most of the coastal and riverine areas of what are now the 
Malaysian states of Sarawak and Sabah. In earlier periods Brunei's influ
ence is said to have extended from Luzon in the Philippines to western or 
even southern Borneo. From 1888 until 1984, when the country regained 
full independence, Brunei was a British protectorate. 

Although small in area and population, the country is linguistically 
complex. The largest ethnic group, the Malays, comprise 69% of the total 
population of241,000 (Government ofBrunei Darussalam, 1989). A further 
18% of the population is of Chinese stock , 5% belong to "other indigenous 
groups" and the remaining 8% are foreign workers (Niew, 1990:4). These 
figures, however, give little indication of the complex linguistic make-up 
ot the country 
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Table 1: The population of Brunei Darussalam 

Malay 
Chinese 
Other indigenous 
Foreign workers 

69'r" 
18% 
5% 
8% 

166,3000 
43,300 
12,100 
19;300 

Soutt:e!; Goy of HfIlI>O!i llifUllS<llam (1989): Ntew (19'JO). 

1.0 The linguisti<: background of Brunei Dilrl.lssala.m 

In order to under�tand how complex the situation actually is it is 
necessary to clarify the term Malay, as it is used in a number of different 
ways in the literature on Southeast Asia. Maxwell (1980:151) givt's exam
ples of the term being used to deSignate II religious indentification, a legal 
status, II census category, a linguishC affiliation and grouping, and a 
variety of culture. In the Brul1ci context Malay is both a marker of legal 
status (Government of Brunel, 1961. 118-119) and a census category 
(Govemmenlo(BrunciDarussalam, 1987:18). Thus, legdlly and forccnsus 
purposes, Malay comprises seven groups, (Brunei, Kedayan. Tutons, 
Belait, Bi;.aya, Dusun and Murut) the so-called pllak jati or original inhab
itants of the country_ The concept of pl/ak jati is sunilar to that of bumiputra 
in .\1alaysia. 

The seven puak jati in BrlUlei, legally ltlbt!lled Malay, have, however, 
different linguistic backgrolillds. Two of these groups, the Brunei and the 
Kcdayan, are Malay speaking Muslims. The Brunei, traditionally fisher
men, traders W"ld Claftsmen living along the ((last and especially amun.;! 
the capital have been uimmemorially domulanl" (Brown, 1971) in Ule 
country There appear to be two distinct varieties of Malay spoken by the 
puak Brunei, Brunei Malay and Kampong Ayer (Simanjuntak, 1'::188; 
Maxwell, 1980). The former is the first language of around 85,000 people 
(Wurm & Hattori, 1983: map 1). It has recei"ed scant attt-ntion in the 
literature, although Simanjuntak (1988) and Maxwell (1980) have written 
on the phonology and morphology Prentice (1986) and Maxwell (1985) 
have commented on its lexis and probable origin. The other variety, 
Kampong Ayer, is used by about 25,000 speakers, mainly in  the water 
villag� in the Brw\ei River Theother Malay speaking Muslim group is th� 
Kedayan, numbering about 3O,!XXl (I'\othofer, 1987). The existence of the 
Kedayan variety of Malay has been documented by A.D. Ahmad (19iS) 
and Maxwell (l980). 
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Brunei Malay, Kampong Ayer and Kedayan, then, are the three 
varieties of Malay which are the first languages of approximately 140,000 
people. There are a small number of phonological and lexical dlff�rli:llC� 
between these three varieties of Malay and they are between 82-84% 
cognate with Peninsular Standard Malay (Nothofer, 1987). 

Table 2: The Brunei PuakJati and Their languages 

GROUP LANGUAGEI NUMBER OF COGNATE% 
VARIETY SPEAKRRS WIDlPSM 

Brunei Brunei Malay ±as,ooo 84% 
Kampong Ayer ±25,OOO 82% 

Keda}an Kedayan %.30.000 80% 
Tutong Tutong ±11,00Q 33% 
""'un Dusun ±9.ooo 40% 
Bisaya Bsiaya <2,000 38% 
Belalt BeIrut <2,!100 29% 
Mumt M=I <2,000 24% 

Sources: Maxwell, (1980): Nothofer, (19871 

The remaining groups within the legal or census category MIllay, are 
the Belait, Bisaya, Dusun,Murut and Tutong. Thesegrouphave languages 
which are distinct from Malay, with none of them being more than 40% 
cognate with Peninsular Standard Malay (Nothofer, 1987). In Brunei, 
however, these languages are popularly regarded as being Malay dialects. 
In fact, they have congeners with the languages of adjacent areas in Sabah 
and SarIlWak.1 The!>e groups have a rural base and are associated with the 
outlying areas of Brunei. 

These language s  have been referred to as as the "regional languages " 

of Brunei (Nothofer, 1987), but for the purposes of this study I will refer 10 
the languages of these five groups as the "minority languages" of Brunei. 
No exact figures are available for the populations of these groups, because 
theyartclassified, for census purposes, as Malay However, I estimate that 
they number approxllT\at�ly 25,000 with th� two largest groups, the 
Tutong and the Du:oun, numbering about It,OJO and 9.000 respectively 
Sigmficant numbers from the five groups have become Mu"lilll ii, the, l.!I.5t 

I 
two centuries (Maxwell, 1980: 170) and this, coupled with intermarriage, 
has rt'Sulted in ethruc affihations becoming increasingly blurred. The 
languages of all these groups, however, are still in use today, although 
there are very few, if any, monolingual speakers. 
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The Chinese fonn the second la.rgestethnic group in Brunei, number
ing arround 43,000. They speak a number of Chinese dialects, the most 
common being Hollien, Hakka and Teochew Chinese education through 
the medium of Mandarin is available in a small number of vemacular 
schools in the country. 

The "other indigenous groups" consist of the !ban and Penan. The 
fonner, with a population of around 11,000, including many who have 
entered the country in the last fifty years, mainly live in the interior of the 
Belait, Tutong and Temburong di5trkls. The Iban spoken in Brunei shows 
only minor differences from Sarawak Than. The Brunei Penan live in one 
small, settled community and number approx.irnalely 50 persons. 

The above discussion has briefly outlined the linguistic make-up of 
the country However, to proVide a mOle complete picture it is necessary 
to consider three other languages which have important functions in the 
country. 

The official language of Brunei is Bahasa Melayu. (£be tenn Bahasa 
Meta}'\! is used throughout this study to refer to this fonnal or standard 
variety of the language). This is almost identical to Bahasa Malaysia (see, 
for example, Asmah 1985:330; Simanjunta.k, 1988:3-4), although thel"1" are 
some phonological diferences and a number of lexical borrowings from the 
local vernacular, Brunei Malay It is the language of govemmentdrculars, 
directives and C<lrrespondence and an important language in the media. 
The Government newspaper, Pelitll Brunr:i, for example, which has the 
widest circulation in the country. is in Bahasa MeJayu, (Government of 
Brunei Darusssalam, 1987).lt is also one of the languages in the Sultanate's 
bilingual system of education, introduced in 1985. In this system, the 
Ianguage of instruction in the first three years of prunary schools is Bahasa 
Melayu. From the fourth year of primary education onwards, all subjects 
except Malay, religious education. history, art and sports are taught in 
English. 

As the other language in the bilingual education system, English 
obviously plays an important role in Brunei. Its unportance also stems 
from its historical position in the country In recent years Brunei has had 
to employ expatriate officers on contract as there has been a lack of suitably 
qualified Bruneians in many of the profeSSiOns. English is the language of 
commerce and law, and is widely used in the media as well as Bahasa 
Melayu. TIle importance of English as an international language is cer· 
tainly recognised by the govemment as a means of gaining wider access to 
scientific and technical knowledge, and to the international business 
market.lnfonnants suggest that proficiency in the language is a neressary 
prerequisite for career advancement. 
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Finallly, being a Muslim country, Arabic is the ritual language of 
religion and it i� used In religious cremonies and asio taugh t in a nu mber 
of religious schools in the country 

2.0 Oat. Collection 

Data for this srudy comes from iv.'O source�. Firstly, it has be en 
gathered from observations of language behaviour in Bl"Wlei over a 
numlx'r of years. This i.� supplemented by an extensiv!:! and on-going 
�-urvey into language use l!\ the country (Ozog & Martin, ill prep.). 

The survey was carried out using a small team of investigators, 
Questionnaires, or interview sheets, were used to ask speakers about their 
age, employcment, language and educational backgrounds as well as their 
linguistic behaviour with different speakers in a nu mber of situations. The 
potential difficulty in labelling languages and languag e varieties was 
reduced byproVlding a structured set of options, At pre5el'l1,data from 571l 
respondents, from all four districts of Brunei, have been analysed, 

Use of qUe5tiontlaires, however sophishcated, has its limitations and 
disadvantagcsin thatrcspondents donotalways report accurately on their 
own language behaviour Consequently, such methods of obtaining data 
may only provide information about what the respondents think they do 
rather thilIl prObing their actual language behaviour In other words, 
respondents may not be aware of certain aspects of their language behav
iour or might view it in a prejudiced way For example, where a partieular 
language or variety isconSldered to have high prestige, respondents might 
perhaps claim to usc it The disadvantages of using questionnaires ltave 
bet'n wcll-documented (see, for example, Milroy, 1987: 187). However, 
they do have the a dvantage in that comparable and specific mformabon 
about patterns of l anguage choice can be obtained from l arge numbers of 
speakers i n  a relatively �hort ttme. 

The inclusion (If data based un obsen'atiun of language behaviour in 
this study helps to offset the potential di�advantages of using question
naires.. 10 fact, the two sources of language beha\"iour data, observation 
and questionnaires, have proved to be highly consistent 

3,0 Langu.ige Use 

Language use in a multilingual SOCiety such as Brunei is a complex 
issue a� there are several groups which command different subsets of the 
total hnguistlcresources avauable in the community" (Brown & Levinson, 
1979: 3(9), A speaker select." a code from the a\'ailablc resources, in other 
words, his "linguistic repertoire" The choice is not random, rather it is 
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pragmaticfllly determined, depending on a number of sociocultural fac
tors ruch as "participants, topic, setting or context, channel, message form, 
mood or tone, and intentions and effects." (Sankoff, 1972:35). 

Language choice in bilingual conununities has been mUllch studied 
(see, for example, Rubin (1968) on SpflI'lish-Guarani bilinguals in Para
guay; Gal (1979) on Gennan-Hungaru.n bilinguals in Oberwart. Austria; 
Bcntahila (1983) on Arab-French bilingualism in Morocco. Much discus
sion hilS resulted from these and other studies as to which factors are the 
most significant in code selection. As Sankoff (1972:35) points out, partici
pants, setting and tOpiC have received the most attention. In J'araguay, for 
ex"mple, Rubin (1968) considers setting or location lobe the most impor
tant variable in determining language choice. Gal, on the other hand, 
regards the identity (Gal, 1979: 119) and age (pp 136) of th� participants as 
being more significant. whereas Fishman (1%5) considers Ihe importance 
of topic for language choice. 

In effect it is usually a combination of factors which is responsible for 
determining language choice, rather than a single factor, As Gal (1979:99) 
states, based on her findings in Oberwart "it is clear thai no single rule 
would accouuntfor all chokes betv-leen languages. Statements to the effect 
that one language is used at home and another in school - work - street, 
would be too simplisbc" 

Any enmination of code selection between n numbcr of languages 
or varieties of languages can be approached from a number of different 
perspectives. The notion of domain, developed by Fishman (1%5, 1972), 
group!> together characteristic social situations or settings. Ferguson (1959), 
introduced the notion of diglossia, where two or more language .... , or 
varieties of the same language, are allocated to different social functions in 

a speech community The emphasis in the notion� of domain and diglossia 
is on a set of societal norms, The basis of the former is social organisation, 
whereas the latter takes as its base thi'social values associated with a 
particular language or variety A more person oriented approach to 
language choice is using a "decision-tree" model (Sankoff, 1972), J.fi which 
the �peaker IS f<lced with ill set of bmary choices depending on such factoN 
ciS ethmdty of interlocutor, the style (formal or informal) and the topic of 
conversatlOH. 

Ha\'ing briefly mentioned a nwnber of important standard works on 

the theme of language usc, as well as outlining some approaches to its 
study, I now tum to the situation in Brunei. Observation of langu�� 
behaviour and the results of the research data have highlighted a number 
of significant trends in the way in which languages are used in Brunei. ItI 
this section, $Ome of these trends will be discussed. However, the com
ments whlCh follow are by no means exhaustive, rather they aim to provide 
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some indication of how Bruneians select a c:ode from the linguiStiC re

sources availbable to them. 

3.1 Language Use in Brunei OillruSSiIIlam 

One of the reasons for3tudying language use in a community is that 
sucha study should tell us somethingaboul thechangingsituation, that is, 
it should be diachronic. However, up to the present lime there has been 
little data on language use in BruneL Threfore,one of the aunsof thIS study 
Is lo providea base with which lo cornpare language use in the future nus 
isparticularlysignilicant in acountry suchas Brunei which, since 1984,has 
embarked on a bilingual education programme. Other factors, including 
the rural-urban drift, intermarriage between different linguiSbC groups, 
LJ'Icreasing industrialisation and development and partiapation in the 
international community are also important in determining future trend.!! 
of language use. Furihennore, such studies are important indicators of 
language maintenance, shift and obsolescence. 

In any discussion on language use in Brunei, perhaps the most 
significant point, and certainly the one which is most apparent, is that all 
Bruneians have acress 10 two or more varieties. D<lta from the present 
study confirms this statement, in that all respondents md1cated that they 
could use a variety of Malay. Even 10 the most isolated parts of the country, 
there IS no group thai does not know some form of Ma1ay whkh can, when 
the occasion demands ii, be used as a tool of communication with other 

_p'. 
Given the hisloncal position of Malay throughout the Archipelago 

and its use as the language of trade in the area, it is not surprISing 10 find 
such widerspreasd use, in a number of varieties, in the country Further
more, up-river trade between the coastal Malays and the indigenous 
people:s 10 the past meant that the latter in the Belair, Tutong and 
Temburong river systems (as well as on the rivers nel.ghbounng Brunei) 
came IOto contact with the Icnguages of Malay traders and tax coUroors.l 

The fact that MaJay is spoken, in one form or another, by the whole 
populauon, make:! itlUl es!lCntial tool for communication In Drwlei. TI\l,!n! 
is an overall acceptance of the language and a very positive Ittitude 
lowards il. As Mahmud Baky (1967'137) states, "Malay is accepted by all 
Brunei nationals as t11@ language of everyday intercource; you're an add 
man out if you happen not to know Malay in Brunej." It would then.>.fore: 
be unusual in Brunei to come across situations such as those d�bed by 
Asmah (1987) in Malaysia, She slates that some groups actively try to avoid 
using Malay, and gives examples where communication breaks down 
completely as a result of r�istance to the use of the language (Asmah, 
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1987:17). tn Sarawak, the Malaysian state neighbouring Brunei. there is 
also aless than positive attitude to the use of the language (see, for cI'Cample, 
Mood Pauun, 1989). J haveobse"l"Ved inslancesin Sarawaksimilarto those 
reported by Asmah (1987). Such attitudes plainly do not exist in Brunei. 

An important additional factor in language use in Brunei is the 25,00J 
or so speakers, labelled Malay, yet who have a non-Malay language 
background. There has been little information, to date, available on how 
this section of the population makes use of the codeos in its repetoire. Yet 
such a study is potentia By very revealing and of great significance, not only 
in studies of language choice, but also in the fields of language mainte· 
nance, shift and obsolescence. Furthermore, there are important paraUels 
to be drawn and-contrasts to be made with the situation in the neighbour. 
ing states of Sabah and Sarawak. Both these states have large populations 
of indigenous peoples with different language backgrounds. Factors 5uch 
as the movement away from the rural areas tourbancentresand intermar
riage between the various groups, are important in detennining future 
trends in language choice and language shift. 

In the following sections 1 propose to look at how and when the 
various varieties of Malay are used in the Bruneian speech community, 
and consider what factors or constraints determine code selection. ThIs 
will encompass a discussion of the roles of the various varieties of Malay 
in a number of domainS, and a consideration of the �ocial significance of 
code choice. A n  examination of the language use of the minority language 
groups will then be made. This will include a discussion of the functioru 
of these minority languages in intragroup communication, as well as the 
use of Malay by these groups. 

3.2 Use of the Malay vuieties 

The varieties of Malay used in Brunei, mentioned in the introduction 
to this study, include Kedayan, Kampong Ayer, Brunei Malay and Bahas.a 
Melayu. Of these, by far the most widely used is Brunei Malay. On the one 
hand, Brunei Malay, or Bahasa Melayu Brunei, is the variety used by the 
dominant group, the puak Brunei, and, on the other, it functioru. as the 
lingua franca of the country 

The dominance of Brunei Malay has been recognised for some time. 
Ahmad (1978) states that a large proportion of the community, around-iiO 
per cent, uses this code in informal discourse, and according 10 Nothofer 
(1987) it acts as the lingua franca "among most young and educated 
Bruneians". Data from the present study suggests, if anything, that 
Ahmad's figure might be a little conservative. Certainly 94 per cent of the 
respondents indicated that they used Brunei Malay a t  some time or other. 
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The majority of the puak Brunei who live in and around the capital. 
Bandar Seri Begawan. speak Brunea Malay, using much 01 its extensive 
lexis, as well as its three vowel system. Jot However, the form of Brunei 
Malay s poken in most other parts of the country relies o n a much more 
limited leds, but is phonologically similar to the Brunei Malay spoken in 
the capital and surrounding areas. I would like to suggest thallhere is a 
continuum of varieties of Brunei Malay spoken in the country. This 
continuum ranges from a form which uses certain phonological features of 
Brunei Malay, a number of social markers; such as bah', but uses a much 
reduced Brunei Malay Iexis. At the other end of the range. much more 
Brunei Malay lexisis used. Such a continuum, and its relationship w ith the 
other forms of Malay used in the country is represented schematically in 
Figure 1. 

Figure 1: A Fr�ework for the M.a1;ay varietietl in Brune.i 

(channel of simple 
communication) 

Bazaar Malay 

Kedayan 
!Campong Ayer 

(regional dialects) 

Brunei Malay 
(lingua franca) 

(o fficial language) 

Bahasa Melayu 

Brunei Malay 

(Bandar Seri Begawan 
sub-dialect) 

At this poin t, I want to tum to the functions or roles of the various 
urietiesofMalay in Brunei and suggest possible factors for theirselection 
10 preference to other varieties, Two of these varieties, Kampong Ayv: and 
Kedayan, are used primarily for intragroup communication. Observation, 
backed up by data, suggests that many older speakers of these varieties 
have little knowledge of either English or Bahasa Melayu. though they can 
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use Brunei Malay Therefore, in both informal and forll'l a1 situations, either 
Kedayan or Kampong Aye! is used by individuals in their rellpective 
groups, Brunei Malay is also used, usually in code-switched discourSE' 

with onc of the varieties. This appears to be the only fornl of switching 
between these groups, although younger speakers of Kedayan and 
Kampong Ayer do introduce elements of both EngliSh and BahasaMelayu 
into their speech. Thus, educational opportunities and age are obviously 
important factors in language choice in these groups. One further factor 
relating to the language use of Kampong Aye! sIXakers merits a brief 
mention here. Informants have suggested that Kampong Aye! residents 
who move away from the water village and resettle on land" prefer not to 
use the Kampong variety of Malay. 

Rather, they select Brunei Malay as their main means of communica· 
tion. Such a shift in language use would appear to be a normal process over 
a �riod of time. What is surprising Ln this particular case is that the switch 
occurs at the same time as the move to the new location. In this particular 
e.:o:ample, both setting and social pressure to conform to the norms of the 
new community mIght be factors of significance here. Obviou!Oly, this is 
one area that would repay further �tudy 

A type of Bazaar Malay i� used by some members of the Chinese 
community although a proportion 01 this community has a good COOl

mand of Brunei Malay This form of bazaar Malay is very much pari of the 
Chinese speeo::h reperhore. AI; well as some members of the Chinese 
speech conun uni Iy, $Orne of the indigenous population, especially tho� in 
the interior who have had little contact with the coastal Malays or have 
only rf!Cently entered the country, use a fonn of ba7.aar Malay These 
Brunei pidgin varieties have not been studied, but they appear to have 
some of the features of bazaar Malay as described by Collins (1987:151-
174). Use of such words as punyll and lu by the Chinese in inter ethnic 
communictaion is common. Bruneian features are also common, such as 
the use of (and sometimes the over-use of) bah. MaJ( weli, ( 1980:241) states 
that the bazaar Malay used m Brunei exhibiN "distinct colol·ation ill 
phonology, morphology, and lexicon occasioned by the linguistic back
ground of the Brunei dialect" Basically, this colloquial bazaar Mala y is a 
"channel of Simple communication" (Collins, 1967·16B) where there is a 
need to get a message acrO�5, usually when at least one of the participants 
in a group has a limited command of Malay. 

At the other end of the scale is the standard variety, Dahasa Melayu. 
As the offical language of the country, the domains of Bahasa Melayu 
ostenSibly mdude offical govemmentbusifless, education and the media. 
However, data from this study clearly shows that these domains are not 
the sole preserve of the official lan guage and that the use of Brlll1ei Malay 
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Figure 2: CODES USED FORNON..QFFlOAL AND OFFICIAL 

COMMUNJCA nON IN BRUNEI 

_Brunei 
Malay 

Non-Offical 

_BaM" 
Melayu 

Official 

� English - """" 

is also important. Figure 2 illustrates that Brunei Malay not onl}' plays the 
dominant role in non-official communication, but that it has an Important 
part to play in offICial communication too. 

I! is not really surpnsmg that the code used in everyday communi
cation should impinge on the domams 01 the standard language. Data 
shows that this is happening. to varying extents. Thus, although govern
ment circulars, dtrecth'es and correspondence are all written to the 
standard language, official busmess is o/ten conducted in Brunei Malay. 
In meetings, for example, the standard variety might be used In the 
introduction, With the remainder of the meeting being carried out to 

Brunei Malay This IS equivalent to the "letterhead format" described by 
Asmah (1987' 20) where use of the national language in Malaysia. "pur
ports respect for the (national language poticyJ but effort in implementing 
it in such situations appears to be defeated m the face of other considera
tions ,.," But whereas in Malaysia, the switch will usually be towards 
English, in Brunt:!i it will be towards the more infonnal Brunei Malay, and 
less commonly towards English. 

The educational domain is similarly affected, as Ahmad'sstatement 
that "in srnools Brunei Malay is used alongside the standard variety" (A, 
B. Ahmad, 1978; translation) testifies, Observation and both wacher and 
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student informants confirm this statement. The teaching situation plainly 
calls for the formal variety, but the need for the teacher to establish rapport 
with his students means thathe or she willoften revert to the more infonnal 
variety, both within and outside the classroom. Within the language 
classroom the formal variety is taught with the emphasis on rules and 
norms, and there is little provision for stu�ents to use the language for 
genuine communication. 

I have elsewhere (Martin, 1989) discussed a number of pedagogical 
problems arising from the standard versus dialect situation in Brunei. The 
standard form may be used by Bruneian students from time to time, but 
observation suggests that the speaker does not always achieve the fluency 
in it that he achieves in the dialectal form. Certainly, the claim by Kimball 
(1978) that "under the demand of school examinations to write in Standard 
Malay, ... children are beginning to use [thesej fonus in many cases rather 
than Brunei Malay" does not seem to reflect the situation accurately 

It would appear then, that in Brunei, the official language, Bahasa 
Melayu, does not occupy an the domains a standard variety might expect 
to occupy. This is true, not only in the classroom situation, but also in the 
private and public sectors (see, for example, Bcmro Post, 30 December 
1989). At the present time, just over thirty years since it became the official 
language of the country, efforts are being made to promote the use of 
Bahasa Melayu (see, for example, Pelila Bnmei, 27 September, 1989). As we 
have seen. it is seldom used outside the offICial domall\, arld even here it 
faces competition from Bnmei Malay, and also English (Ozog, 1990a). 
Furthermore, it appears that, as far as career and society advancement are 
concerned, there is littJe prestige gained by using Bahasa Melayu. How
ever, as a pass in the language atfonn five level is a prerequisite for further 
education, knowing the language is important. Certainly, there has been 
some dissatisfaction expressed over the use of BahasaMelayu. In one case, 
reported in the Born�o Post (30 December, 1989), the Director of the Dewan 
Bahasa dan Pu:.taka, Brunei, has stated his concern that the language is 
only used padtI papan-papan landa sahajb, in other words, as a notice-board 
language. 

My argument here is that while Bahasa MeJayu is necessary for 
educational advancement, its use does not necessarily carry prestige. 
Jaludin (1989) makes the point that "much of the community is more 
predisposed. towards English, seeing a s  this foreign language guarantees 
a better future for thetr children". Ozog (1990a) discusses the role of 
English in Brunei at length, giving emphasis to the unplanned role, and 
states that its use appears to be on the increase, especia1ly among the 
younger generation. Furthermore, informants have suggested that it is 
becoming increasingly acceptable to use English, especially Brunei Eng-
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!ish (see Ozog & Martin_ forthcoming). Certainly a very common feature 
of communica tion in Brunei is codeswitching between Brunei Malay and 
the Brunei variety of English {Ozog. 1987; 1990b}. 

Language prestige is, then, of signficance in dete.nnining language 
choice. But there areother factors. Informants have suggested that Bahasa 
Me1ayu, as the official language, has neither a Bruneian identity nor any of 
the values attributed to Brunei Malay. The latter is seen as a marker of 
50Cial relationship, a SO� of pride to its users, having the values of 
intimacy, spontaneity and informality It is an important code when there 
is a need to describe emotions, and t o  establish rapport and solidarity with 
others. Any attempt to use Bahasa MeJayu a s  a medium for Infonnal 
discourse wouJd make the speaker appear sombong or artificial, and even 
pedantic, and would, perhaps, indicate a certain disloyalty to the commu
nity This language might, on the other hand, be selected for more formal 
discourse, especially towards strangers. 

The ambivalence of 8runeians towards the officallanguage is shown, 
for eJCample,ln the media, where pronunciation of certain items fluctuates 
betv.·� th8t used in West Mruaysill, iUld that in Ens! Malaysia and 
Indonesia (see Poedjosoedarmo, G., forthcoming). Furthermore, at the 
present time, it appears that efforts are being made to Bruneiani.se Bahasa 
Melayu, that is to give Ita Bruneian flavour Indeed, one of the realisations 
of Brunei's participation in MABBlM is the absorption o f  Brunei Malay 
words into the standard form of Malay (see, for example, Pelila Bnmei, 27 
September 1989). Borrowing between these two codes is nothing new, but 
then! does seem to have been an increase in Bruneian words and concepts 
appearing in the media lately Recent examples are mUCQlIg-l1Il1omg ("co
operative work in the comnltUlity") which, in some situations, has re

placed bngOlotlg-royotIg, and awar galal (8 Bruneian conrept of showing 
respect by one's manner). Such usage might be linked to the government's 
desire to "build a community and nation where the conce pt of Malay 
Islamic Monarchy is paramount" (Govenunent of Brunei Darussalam, 
1984:1). 

In this section we have seen thai the roles of the formal variety 
(Bahasa Melayu) and the informal variety (Brunei Malay) are not as 
oompartmentallsed and static as mother diglossic situations. The data 
shows that there is some considerable over -lap between the functiom of 
the two varieties. Furthermore, Bahasa Melayu is not an indispensable 
requirement in the achievement of social and economic status. In the next 
section, where language choice among the speakers of minority lang<luges 
is examined, it will be seen. that Brunei Malay also has an important role. 
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3.3 Use of the minority languilges in Brunei 

It will be recalled from earlier in this study that there are five pu!lk jari 
in Brunei which have their own languages, namely, Tutong, Dusun, 
Bisaya, �lait and Muru\. As well as these languages, than is spoken by a 
sizeable group (both citizens and permanent residents), and there is a small 
group of speakers of Penan. This present section looks at language use by 
these groups in both intergroup and intragroup communication. Popula
tion figures lor the pllllk jati are not available, but I estimated earlier that 
there are not less than 25,000 sp,eakers, with Tutong and Dusun being the 
largest groups. 

Data from the present study indicate that these minority languages 
are mainly used with family and friends. However, in certain isolated 
areas of Brunei, two of the languages are used for intergroup communica
tion. In the ulu Selait district, for example, Iban is the language of commu
nication between reJatively large groups of £ban and Dusun and a small, 
settled Penan group. likewise, in the interior of the Tutong district, Dusun 
and Iban are sometimes used as a mecHumfor intergroup communication. 

An important factor in any djscussion of communication within file 
family is marriage behvcen indi vld uals of different groups. Official figures 
are not available, but data based on this study show that approximately15 
per cent of marriages cut across linguistic boundaries (where the respond
ent or his/her spouse is a speaker of a minority language). Intermarriage 
is especially frequent between the different puo.k within the category 
Malay The most common pattem IS when Brunei or Kedayan individuals 
intermarry with individuals from other groups which are totally OJ pre
dominantly Muslim. In other words, the Tutong or Belait. Another com· 
mon pattern is intermarriage between Duson, Bisaya and Chinese. 

Choice of language within the family domain for all the minority 
language groups appears to follow a similar pattern. HoweVer, it isnot the 
intention hereto present all the data for all five groups. This would require 
a separate study lrIslead, J propose to limit the discussion to language 
choice within a number of sub-domains of the family, and with friends, for 
the largest groups, Tutong and Dusun. A number of significant trends arc 
apparent, and some factors contributing towards these trends are consid
ered. It is hoped that the suggestions made here will provide the impetus 
for a more in-depth study of language use among the minority language 
groups in Bnmei. 

Figures clearly indicate that monolingual interaction in Tutong or 
Dusun is most prevalent between the respondents in this study and their 
grandparents. The situation i!i similar for communication with siblings, 
although approximately 1 0  per cent of those interviewro stated that topic 
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or setting might cause them to use a different code, usuaJly Bronei Malay 
or English. Language use with the spouse, howi.'ver, shows a totally 
different pattf'rn. ()bviously, intermarriage results in social relationship� 
which often depend on the choice of language of wider commWlication. 
The language most frequently chosen is Brunei Malay 

The most significant feature of code selection within these minority 
language groups is the language used for communication with children. 
Thus, 63 per cent of TutOrlg parents, and 71 per cent of Dusun parents, 
below the age of forty, use Brunei Malay with their children. Clearly, 
intermarriage is an important factor here. But itis not the only factor Even 
in marriages where both spouses are T utong or Dusun, BruneiMala y is still 
frequently selected for communication with children. In the case of both 
spouses being from the puak Tutong, 48 per cent use Brunei Malay with 
their children. TIle corresponding figure for Dusun is 57 per cent. 

One other major factor in determining parents' choice of code for 
communication with chil dren IS education. By using a form of Malay, 
pan-nts hope to provide their children with a firm foundation in the 
language prior to their entry into the fin;t three years of primary education, 
where, it will be recalled, Bahasa Melayu is the language of instruction. In 
other words, mastery of aform of Malay holds the key to a better future for 
their children. A number of informants have suggested that Malay might 
alsobe perceived as animportant marker of national identity and religion. 
Certainly, the Tutong and Belait identify closely with Malay culture and 
valut'S. That is not to say, however, that speakers of the!le minority 
languages have no pride in their own languages. Many of them do, :,ul 
their language choice in the family domain shows that they arc, neverthe
less, some tunes disloyal to it. 

In the family domain, then,there is clear evidence that among the 
Tutong, Dusun and Belait (as well as the Bisaya and Murut although data 
for these groups is somewhat sketchy), more children are acquiring Brunei 
Malay as their first language ratherthan the language of their parents. One 
consequence of this use of Brunei Malay within the family domain is that 
the roles of �ume of the minority languages appear to be shrinking and 
perhap5 even disappearing. (For an interesting parallel, see the excellmt 
study by Florey on the obsolescence of the Alune language). Edwards 
(1985: SO) cities lack of transmission of an original language frc>m parents 
to children as being one of the most familiar processes by which language 
dec line and death occur Interestingly. speakers of these languages con
tinue to havt! a strong attachment to their language. This appears to bE a 
general phenomenon in contexts an which languages are no longer trans
mitted (Edward�, 1985:51). 
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Speakers of minority languages in Brunei use their languages with 
friends of the same language groups. With friends of different language 
groups. however, Brunei Malay is used almost exclusively, a point made 
by ]aludin (1989:60) and others, and bome out by both observation and 
data. 

The situation whereby these groups use the minority language for 
intragroup communication and switch to the majority language for 
intergroup communication is similar to that in India as descnbed by 
Brown pnd Levinson (1979). They make the point that language choice in 
intragroup communication "serves to mark the group membership of 
thOS(' speaking minority languages to one another " (Brown &: Levinson, 
1979: 307-8). 

Evidence from a number of Tutong speakers suggests that topic does 
notplay a significant role in code selection. They state that even areas such 
as religion cou.ld be discussed in the Tutong language, depending on the 
identity of the participants and the history of their previous linguistic 
interaction. As well as the linguistic background of the participants lJ'I a 
conversation, age appears to be an important factor in determining lan
guage choice. It has been observed that YOWlger speakers of minority 
languages are less likely to use their own languages lJ'I communication 
with individuals from the same language groups. Furthermore, some of 
these languages seem less acceptable than others. Thus, £ban, for example, 
although nol considered a Bruneian language, is rarely used by the young 
outside their ovm environment. nus is particularly so in settings where 
there are large numbers from other ethnic: groups prest'.nt. The small group 
of Iban students at the Brunei Unive.rsity always use Brunei Malay among 
themselves on the univen;ity campus. On being asked why, one student 
responded that he was "embarrassed to use £ban" and that Brunei Malay 
was very famuliar to him anyway This same individual habitually uses 

Bnmei Malay to communicate with his sister (a student in the same 
educational institution). He stated that he would only usc Iban in his 
longhouse environment, or with his siblings and Iban friends lJ'I a numbt"r 
of other settings where use of his mother tongue would not be noticed. 

Such instances of language selection might be an attempt by the 
individual to be seen to fit into the community, as the Iban can be 
considered to be on the periphery of Bnmei society Thus, as Herman 
(1%1) states, "the mote marginal a person is in a particular society, the 
more salient for him becomes the question of language use as an indicator 
of group affiliation and the less he is free to respond merely in terms of thc 
demands of the immediate situation ... � 

In the Tutong community, there is no !:ouch embarrassment in using 
the language. Informants have consistently stressed that they have pridc 
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in usinR their language in intragroup communication. However. a number 
of fiid:olS will cause them to switch to another code, invariably Brunei 
Malay An interesting (eature here, is that Tutong spnkers will usually 
switch codes notonly in addressing a participant from a different language 
group, but also in the presence of one, even if the person is not taking part 
in the conversation. Bell (1984:172) calls such a per.lOn, ratified as It 

participant. an Hauditor". Two particular instances will help to exemplify 
this. In the first, two people were speakingTutcmg when approached by a 
nnn-speakerof the language. They immediateJy switched to BtuIlri Malay. 
On being asked wby, they stated that it was impolite to use a code which 
is incomprehensible to a newcomer. They further explained that such a 
principle has its basis in the teachings of Islam (Hadith). In the second 
instance, two Tutong speakers switched to English when approached by 
an English-spealcing coUeague. The switch to English was immediate, 
even though the third penon took no part in the discourse.. On being 
questioned later, they responded that it would have been impolite 10 have 
continued their conversation in Tutong. Both Dorian (1981:79) and Gal 
(1.9'79'124) have reported Ilmilar incidents where the IU'rivlll OJ' pn:scnce oC 
a third person.notconversant with the code being used, will trigger It shift 
to another language. 

Much work remains to bedone on language choice in these minority 
language groups. What is�ad y very clear is that it is essential 10 speakers 
of these languages to acquire the dominant language of the community, 
Brunei Malay. Data from this study suggests that this is happening and 
thai the majority of the younger generation are being brought up with 
Brunei Malay as the first language. 

4. Conclusion 

Theaim of this study has been to give some insight into language use 
in Brunei, and to cansidtt the facton which play a role in determining 
language selection. It has, furthem1ore, identified trends that will help us 
to predict the future of language use in the country 

The study' has been m.a.in.ly concerned with the functions of Malay 
and the minOrity languages in the commuruty. It has been suggested that 
Brunei Malay is the dominant code, used by a large section of the popula
tion in a number of domains. There does not appear to be a clear-rut 
distinction between use of the official language, Bahasa Melayu.. in formal 
situations and Brunei Malay in.inlormalsituations. However, speakendo 
introduce some level of formality into their speech if and when the 
occasion demands it. 
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Brunei Malay acls as the vehicle for intergroup coIl\lltu.nicalion in 
most areas of the country, although in a nu.mberofoutlying areas this role 
may be taken over by Iban or Dusun. 

A number of minority languages are used in Brunei, but their use is 
largely limited to within the family, and with friends of the same language 
group. Intermarriage is seen to have a negative influence on the mainte

nance of these minority languages, but educational factors are important 
too. Within the minority language groups. more children I'Irc learrung 
Brunei Malay as their first language rather than the code of their parents, 
a sure sign of language shift. 

A number of factors have been suggested as being significant in 
determining language choice. These factors include the identity and age of 
the participants, educational considerations, intermarriage, prestige asso" 

dated with a particular language or language variety and location or 
setting. No attempt has been made, however, to ascertain which of the 
numerous factors are 01 greatest significance. 

Much work still needs 10 be done in order to ootain a dearer picture 
of language selection in Brunei. It is evident that the roles of the varioU.'! 
cooes in Brunei are changing, and trends for the future are already 
apparent. 

Notes 

1. Following Hudson's (1978) classification, the languages of Brune! 
can be categorised as either exo-Bornean or endo-Bornean. The former 
includes the Malay and Iban isole<:ts, as well as Dusun and Blsaya within 
the Idahan group (see also Prentice, 1970). The endo-Bomean category 
includes Belait, Tutong and Murut. Bclait and Tutong are placed in the 
Lower Bamm subgroup by Blust (1972), (the Baram-Tinjar sub-group of 
Hudson, (1978). which also includes Berawan, Narom and Mid. Murut 
(nol to be confused with Sabah Murut) is closely allied to Kelabl!, TIing,. 
Lun Dayeh and lun Bawang. 

2.  Needham (1958), in a short accout of Salam Malay, comments on 
the contact of the Brunei Malays with thc people of the Baram River and 
the use of Malay by these indigenous peoples. 

3. Brunei Malay has the following vowels Ii/, la/, /u/, (Maxwell, 
1980:247). 

4. Simanjuntak (1988) calls the variety of Brunei Malay spoken 
3roWld the capital, the BandarSeri Begawan sub--dialect of Brunei Malay 

5. The particle bah has a number of functions in Brunei Malay, and it 
is used in ather codes as well, notably, the bazaar fonn of Malay and in 
Brunei English. Ozog & Martin (forthcoming) have enumerated a number 
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of pragmatic functions of bah, including its use as an emphatic marker or 
"softener" and its roles in concurring, inviting, and parting with company 
and closing a conversation. 

6. The government has a generous resettlement programme whereby 
residents ofKampong Ayer are offered subsidised housing as an incentive 
to move away from the water village. 

7 The concept of Malay Islamic Monarchy (Melayu Islam Beraja), in 
existence for the last six hundred years, was reaffirmed when Brunei 
regained independence in 1984. The concept has recently been introduced 
as a compulsory course at the Universiti Brunei Darussalam. 
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